
Open Call 
for Artist Residency

The association Froh! is calling for artists to apply for an artist residency in Cologne, Germany. With the 
WARP project (Worldwide Artist Residency Program) Froh! creates a space for artists to pursue their  
artistic work in a concentrated manner. The first period of 2023 WARP Program explicitly targets artists 
living in Georgia.

Duration of Residency
The residency stay for artists is two months. (01.06.2023 – 31.07.2023) 

Accommodation 
The artist‘s workspace is a studio shared with 2 other people. The working area includes a desk and some 
free space. The residency provides accommodation and living space which is separate from the studio. 

Disciplines, work equipment and assistance
The residency is aimed at artists who explicitly do not work spatially, the workplace is limited to a desk and 
some free space in a shared working space. Preference is given to artists who work mainly digitally, in small 
formats, theoretically and/or dealing with public encounters / public space. Two Froh! members also work 
on their own projects in the workspace and are permanent contact persons for the resident. 

Fees and support
The artist will receive a monthly stipend of 1000€. Travel costs up to 500 € are covered. Living and working 
space is free for the artist. Visa costs will not be covered for fellows from countries requiring a visa for  
Germany. 

Expectations towards the artist
The residency is linked to the following expectations to the artist: At the beginning of the residency there 
will be a small artist talk in the studio that gives the artist the opportunity to present his work to a broader 
public. At the end of the residency there will be an exhibition in the studio documenting the residency and 
possible outcomes. 

WARP
WARP is a co-production of Froh! and architect / curator Florian Müller and adresses artists whose work are 
hampered by political or other constraints. The aim is to strengthen understanding and mutual acceptance 
of cultures and to develop new visions of co-existence and interrelationships between different cultures 
narratives.

Application information
Artists can apply digitally by sending an email to residency@froh.ngo with the following documents: 
 Letter of intent (max. 1 page) telling us about the topic you would like to deal with during the 
 WARP residency, your CV and your portfolio.
After pre-selection we will invite pre-selected artists for a short online application interview.
For any questions regarding the applications process, get in contact with us at: residency@froh.ngo 

www.froh.ngo
residency@froh.ngo

Application deadline  31.03.2023 
Duration of residency  01.06.2023 – 31.07.2023
Location Cologne, Germany

 Froh!


